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1 Introduction
Precipitation types common to transitional winter events, such as freezing rain and sleet, typically result from
thermodynamic and microphysical processes that occur in very shallow layers above the surface. Because of this, it is not
uncommon for the lowest elevation scan from the radar to overshoot transitional winter weather precipitation types at ranges
as close as even a few tens of km from the radar. The problem, therefore, is not always one of correctly identifying the
precipitation type in the radar beam, but rather that of being able to diagnose what is reaching the surface below it, a problem
that is compounded at even more distant ranges where the precipitation type sampled by the radar is even less representative
of what is reaching the surface. We have therefore adopted a classification approach where thermodynamic output from
numerical models is used to create a “background classification” that is then later modified, when warranted, by radar
observations.
In this paper, we describe recent modifications to a new, surface-based polarimetric Hydrometeor Classification
Algorithm (HCA) that uses thermodynamic output from the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) model. An earlier
version of this HCA has been discussed by Schuur et al. (2012) and Schuur et al. (2013). Recent modifications include
efforts to take what was initially designed to strictly be a surface-based winter weather HCA and modifying it to be an “allseason” precipitation classification algorithm.
2 Background Classification
As noted, because the dominant precipitation type observed at the surface in winter storms often results from
thermodynamic and precipitation processes that occur well below the radar’s beam, an accurate background classification of
precipitation type is a fundamental component in the development of our algorithm. Schuur et al. (2012) reported on initial
work to develop a background classification for this work. Using Tw profiles from the 13 km Rapid Refresh model, they
devised a scheme whereby the number of Tw layers found in the vertical profile above each surface location were used to
decide whether the “background” precipitation type in transitional winter weather events was rain, snow, freezing rain, ice
pellets, or a freezing rain/ice pellets mix. The scheme did not consider the depth of each layer. Reeves et al. (2014) have
since conducted a much more thorough investigation in which the model-based background classification scheme of Schuur
et al. (2012) was compared to the results of other model-based classification techniques, including those of Ramer (1993),
Baldwin et al. (1994), and Bourgouin (2000). More recently, work at NSSL has also explored the potential of creating a
background classification using a simple one-dimensional model with spectral (bin) microphysics that explicitly treats the
processes of melting / refreezing by taking the initial size distribution and density of dry snowflakes into account. It
describes the evolution of mass water fraction and density of hydrometeors as they fall to the ground separately in 80 size
bins. Ultimately, testing and a comparison of all background classification scheme results to surface observations from the
Meteorological Phenomena Identification Near the Ground (mPING, Elmore et al. 2014) project will be used to identify the
optimal background classification for our new surface-based HCA.
3 Algorithm Description
Figure 1 presents a schematic that summarizes the classification procedures of the new HCA. The first step of the process
is to run the fuzzy-logic-based classification that is currently deployed on the WSR-88D network (Park et al. 2009). The
algorithm then allows fuzzy-logic-based classifications from the lowest elevation sweep to be projected to the surface as
snow or ice crystals for cold season events where the entire atmospheric column above a location has T < -5ºC and as rain,
big drops, or hail for warm season events where the surface temperature at a location has a T > 5ºC. For intermediate
conditions typical of transitional winter weather events, the algorithm uses vertical profiles of model wet bulb temperature
profiles to provide a background precipitation classification type. Polarimetric radar observations are then used to either
confirm or reject the background classification. For example, if a radar bright band (suggesting an elevated warm layer) is
observed immediately above a background classification of dry snow (suggesting the absence of an elevated warm layer in
the model output), the background classification is found to be inconsistent with observations and is modified according to a
set of empirical rules. The polarimetric radar data are also used to provide further refinement of precipitation type categories
when the observations are found to be consistent with the background classification.
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Since the raddar-based moddification of the
t underlying
g background classificationn is strongly dependent
d
on detection of the
t
prresence/absence of an elev
vated warm laayer, a new hybrid techniqque to detect the
t melting laayer (discusseed in detail in
na
seeparate paper) is also introdduced. With thhis new meltinng layer (ML) detection tecchnique, Gausssian weightinng functions thhat
deepend on rangge from the raadar, horizontaal gradients in
n model wet-bbulb temperatu
ures, and timee from the moost recent mod
del
an
nalyses are ussed to create a “blended” map
m of ML deetections by coombining conntributions froom high elevaation radar scaans
(aaccurate ML ddetection, but limited to shhort ranges fro
om the radar)), low elevatio
on radar scanns (ML detecttion available to
more
m
distant raanges, but oft
ften contaminaated by effects of beam broadening),
b
a model suggested ML locations. Thhis
and
“hhybrid” ML detection
d
algo
orithm is desccribed in detaail by Schuur et al. (2014,, this conferen
nce). The finnal stage of the
t
cllassification pprocess is to run
r the hail-siizing algorithm
m of Ortega et al. (2013) and applying
g it to all locaations where the
t
fuuzzy-logic HC
CA identified hail.
h

Fiigure 1: Scheematic showingg the classificcation processs of the new surface-based
s
d HCA. For cold-season
c
coonditions wheere
Tw through thee entire atmoospheric colum
mn is < -5ºC
C, the fuzzy-loogic-based prrecipitation tyype categoriees from the 0.5º
0
ellevation scan are projected
d to the groundd as either icee crystals or ssnow (conditio
on 1). For warm-season conditions wheere
Tw at the surfacce is > 5ºC, the
t fuzzy-logicc-based precippitation type categories
c
froom the 0.5º eleevation scan are
a projectedd to
th
he ground as eeither rain, big
g drops, or haail (condition 2).
2 For interm
mediate condiitions typical of
o transitionall winter weath
her
evvents, the fulll model-baseed backgrounnd classificattion is deterrmined and later
l
modifiedd, when warrranted, by the
t
po
olarimetric raadar observatiions (conditionn 3).
4 Example
We now pressent exampless of the algoriithm output frrom several diifferent eventss. As noted earlier, we are still conductiing
co
omprehensive testing to determine
d
the optimal background classsification. For
F that reasoon, the “NSS
SL” backgrouund
cllassification of Schuur et all. (2012) is used for the exaamples providded. Since thee “hybrid” ML
L detection alggorithm (Schu
uur
ett al. (2014) iss similarly in a stage of deevelopment annd testing, thee algorithm reesults shown here
h
rely upoon ML detectiion
ussing the proceedures described by Schuur et al. (2012). That is, the radar-based modification
m
iss conducted when
w
the verticcal
co
olumn above aany surface loocation containns a radar gatee with a thresholds of Z > 25
2 dBZ, ZDR > 0.8, HV < 0.97,
0
and SNR
R>
5 dB.
The first exaample we pressent is an evennt from the Pittsburgh, PA (KPBZ) on 21 January 20112. This evennt is discussed
d in
more
m
detail by Schuur et al. (2013).
(
On tthis day, and extensive
e
region of warm aiir advanced to
owards KPBZ
Z from the sou
uth,
ev
ventually extending northward to a point ~10 km to the south of thee radar. Surfacce air underneaath the air was predominan
ntly
su
ubfreezing witth a small region on the farr southern edg
ge of the radarr domain withh a surface Tw of >0C. Thiss event provid
des
an
n excellent dattaset to illustrrate two featurres: 1) the lim
mitations of thee current fuzzzy-logic basedd HCA (and benefits provid
ded
by
y the new surrface-based alg
gorithm) for conditions
c
wh
here an elevatted layer of warm
w
air coverrs only a porttion of the raddar
do
omain, and 2)
2 an examplee of an eventt where the surface-based
s
algorithm thhat is proposeed in this papper meets alll 3
co
onditions (coldd-season, warrm-season, andd transitional winter
w
weatheer) illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 2 preesents the KPBZ results off the fuzzy-loogic-based claassification foor this event and
a the resultts from the neew
su
urface-based aalgorithm at 08802 UTC on 21
2 January 20
012. The diffeerences betweeen the 2 classiification schem
mes is dramattic,
with
w the new suurface-based HCA
H
providinng a much more realistic traansitional wintter weather cllassification over the southeern
paart of the radaar domain wheere both the HRRR
H
model and KPBZ ZDR
elds indicatedd the presencee of an extensiive
D and HV fie
reegion of elevaated ML. Thee reason the fuuzzy-logic-bassed scheme performed so poorly
p
for thiss event (and the
t new surfaccebaased algorithm
m performed better)
b
is that the elevated ML always remained to thhe south of KPBZ.
K
As a reesult, the fuzzzylo
ogic-based ML
L detection alggorithm (whicch relies on ML
M detections at
a elevation anngles betweenn 4 and 10º) neever identifiedd a
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ML layer in thee near vicinityy to the radar and thereby erroneously
e
asssumed that thhe entire radarr domain was located withinn a
eep column off cold air. Ass a result, preccipitation classsified over thhe entire domaain was classiified as snow and ice crystals
with small pocckets of grauppel in region of
o high Z). Onn the other haand, the surfacce-based algorrithm provided classificatioons
o the south of tthe radar that consisted of extensive
e
regiions rain, freezing rain, ice pellets, and a freezing rain / ice pellet mix.
m
his classificatiion is far more consistent with
w both the HRRR
H
model output and raddar observatioons to the soutth of the radarr.

(

igure 2: Preccipitation typee classification centered on
n the KPBZ raadar from the (left panel) fuzzy-logic-bas
fu
sed HCA at 0.5º
0
levation, and (right
(
panel) WsHCA
W
at 08 UTC on 21 January
Ja
2012. Precipitationn type categorries are no echho (NE), grouund
lutter (GC), biological
b
scaatterers (BS), crystals (CR
R), dry snow (DS), wet snnow (WS), graaupel (GR), ice
i pellets (IP
P),
eezing rain/icce pellets (FR//IP), freezing rain (FR), bigg drops (BD), rain (RA), heeavy rain (HR
R), hail (HA), large hail (LH
H),
nd giant hail ((GH).
Figure 3 shoows the same grid as in Fiigure 2, but illlustrating thee regions overr the radar doomain at whicch each of thee 3
onditions depiicted in Figurre 1 were mett. As can bee seen, all 3 conditions
c
(coold-season witth Tw < -5ºC
C over the enttire
olumn, warm--season with Tw
T at the surfaace > 5ºC, andd transitional winter weatheer) were met at
a this time ovver some portiion
f the radar dom
main, with thee transition between the connditions providding a seamless transition.

igure 3: Classsification con
ndition follow
wed in the deccision tree in Fig. 2 centerred on the KP
PBZ radar att 08 UTC on 21
anuary 2012. Condition 1 (green) show
ws locations where
w
snow and
a ice crysta
als are projeccted to the suurface for “coold
eason” condittions when th
he entire atmoospheric colu
umn above that location has
h T < -5ºC,, condition 2 (yellow) shows
ocations wherre all ice cattegories are projected
p
to the
t surface as
a either rain
n, big drops, or hail for “warm season”
onditions wheen the surface temperature at a location is > 5ºC, andd condition 3 (red) shows locations wheere intermediaate
onditions typiccal of transitio
onal winter weather are meet and the full WsHCA is run to determine surface preccipitation typee.
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Shortly afterr the above eveent, our groupp developed an
nd released ann iPhone and Adroid
A
app (rreferred to as mPING,
m
Elmoore
ett al. 2014) thaat provides the general pubblic an opporttunity to participate in our research by providing
p
time-stamped, geeotaagged observaations of preciipitation type.. In the 2 wiinter seasons since the apps release, we have collecteed over 600,0000
prrecipitation tyype observatioons that have greatly aided
d our researchh. We now present
p
resultss from 2 evennts with mPIN
NG
su
urface observaations overlaid
d.
On 8 Februaary 2013, the Northeastern
N
U experien
U.S.
nced a historicc winter storm
m that resulted in snow accuumulations up to
10
00 cm in deptth. Figure 4,
4 at 1504 UT
TC on 8 Februuary 2013, shoows Z, ZDR, and
a HV from
m the KOKX (New
(
York City
C
National
N
Weathher Service Office, located on Long Islannd at Upton, NY)
N WSR-888D radar. Froom an examination of the ZDR
an
nd HV fields, it is clear thatt a widespreadd region layerr of warm air to the north sh
hore of Long Island (with a few pockets of
raadar-indicated ML extendinng over Long Island
I
Sound)) at this time. Precipitation
n type reports overlaid on toop of the Z, ZDR
D ,
HV
e-based HCA fields at this time
t
show good overall agrreement, with rain over much of long islaand and snow
w to
H and surface
th
he north. Ann analysis of this same eveent at a later time by Schuuur et al. (201
14, this confeerence) demonnstrated that the
t
traansition regioon slowly proogressed to thhe south over the next sevveral hours, ev
ventually resuulting in snow
w and ice pelllet
ob
bservations ovver much of Long
L
Island.

Fiigure 4: Radaar reflectivity (Z),
( Differentiial reflectivityy (ZDR), Correelation coefficcient, and surfface HCA for the KOKX
(U
Upton, NY) raddar at 1504 UTC
U on 8 Febrruary 2013. Overlaid
O
mPIN
NG surface obbservations follow the samee color schemee
ass that of the suurface HCA.
Th
he fuzzy-logicc-based HCA results at thiss time are show
wn, and comppared with the surface basedd HCA resultss, in Figure 5.
Unlike
U
for the K
KPBZ event where
w
no ML was
w observed above the raddar site, the fuuzzy-logic-bassed algorithm identified a ML
M
foor this event. However,
H
sincce the algorithhm then assum
mes that the ML
M detected in
n regions closee to the radar can
c then be
geeometrically pprojected outw
ward along eacch azimuth, thhe resultant fuzzzy-logic HCA
A (mapped to
o the conical suurface) showeed
a broad
b
“bull’s eye” of rain thhat was centered on the rad
dar site and exxtended well innto Connecticcut to the northh. It is clear
th
hat the surfacee HCA providees much better agreement with
w both the radar
r
and mPIING observatiions.
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Fiigure 5: Fuzzyy-logic-based HCA and surf
rface HCA forr the KOKX (U
Upton, NY) raddar at 1504 UTC
U on 8 Febrruary 2013.
Overlaid
O
mPIN
NG surface obsservations folllow the same color scheme as that of the surface HCA.
Finally, we ppresent Figuree 6, which shoows Z, ZDR, and
a HV from tthe KLWX (W
Washington, DC
D National Weather
W
Serviice
Office, located in Sterling, VA)
V WSR-88D
D radar at 12005 UTC on 13 February 20114. As with th
he above exam
mple, this show
ws
a transitional wither
w
weatherr event over a major metroppolitan area, with
w the surfacce HCA show
wing broad reggions of freeziing
raain / ice pellet mix and wet snow over thee DC area. According
A
to Reeves
R
et al. (22014), the NS
SSL backgrounnd classificatiion
ap
ppears to overr predict the freezing
f
rain / ice pellet caategory. Thiss appears to be
b apparent wh
hen comparedd to the mPIN
NG
ob
bservations ass very little frreezing rain or
o ice pellets were
w
reportedd. There was,, however, verry good consiistency with the
t
wet
w snow cateegory with numerous
n
mP
PING reportss agreeing with
w
the radarr-based modiification to the
t
backgrouund
cllassification, iindicating weet snow. As noted earlier,, we expect improvement
i
in the background classifi
fication after we
w
co
omplete our coomparison annd testing of various schemees. Ultimatelyy, the “NSSL” classificatioon of Schuur et
e al. (2012) th
hat
was
w presented with these reesults will bee replaced witth the “optim
mal” backgrouund classificattion as determ
mined from our
o
teesting.
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Fiigure 6: Radaar reflectivity (Z),
( Differentiial reflectivityy (ZDR), Correelation coefficcient, and surfface HCA for the KLWX
(SSterling, VA) radar
r
at 1205 UTC on 13 February
F
2014
4. Overlaid mPING surfacee observationss follow the saame color
sccheme as that of the surfacee HCA.

Su
ummary and Future Worrk
In thiss paper, we deescribe recent modificationss to a new, suurface-based polarimetric
p
H
HCA
that uses thermodynam
mic
ou
utput from the High Resollution Rapid R
Refresh modeel. The algorrithm allows fuzzy-logic-bbased classificcations from the
t
lo
owest elevatioon sweep to be
b projected to the surfacce as snow orr ice crystals for cold seaason events where
w
the enttire
attmospheric coolumn above a location has T < -5ºC andd as rain, big drops,
d
or hail for warm seaason events where
w
the surfaace
teemperature at a location haas a T > 5ºC. For interm
mediate condiitions typical of transitionaal winter weaather events, the
t
allgorithm uses vertical profiiles of model wet bulb tem
mperature profi
files to providde a backgroun
nd precipitatioon classificatiion
ty
ype. Polarimetric radar obseervations are then
t
used to either
e
confirm or reject the background
b
cllassification. Since the radarbaased modificaation of the unnderlying backkground classiification is stroongly dependeent on detection of the pressence/absence of
an
n elevated waarm layer, a neew hybrid tecchnique to dettect the meltinng layer (disccussed in detaail in a separatte paper) is allso
in
ntroduced. Wiith this new melting
m
layer (ML)
(
detectionn technique, Gaussian
G
weigghting functio
ons that depend on range froom
th
he radar, horizzontal gradien
nts in model wet-bulb
w
tempperatures, andd time from thhe most recennt model analyyses are used to
crreate a “blendded” map off ML detectioons by combiining contribuutions from high
h
elevationn radar scanss (accurate ML
M
deetection, but llimited to shoort ranges froom the radar),, low elevatioon radar scanss (ML detectiion available to more distaant
raanges, but ofteen contaminateed by effects of
o beam broaddening), and model
m
suggestted ML locatio
ons.
While
W
new elem
ments have been
b
introduceed to the algoorithm, such as
a the projectiion of fuzzy-llogic algorithm results to the
t
su
urface for truee cold- and waarm-season coonditions, the results presennted in this papper still rely upon
u
the “NSS
SL” backgrouund
cllassification annd threshold based
b
ML dettection detaileed by Schuur et al. (2012).. As outlinedd by Reeves et
e al. (2014) and
a
Scchuur et al. (22014), the bacckground classification andd ML detectionn algorithm are
a still being developed annd tested. Wh
hen
th
hese “new andd improved” coomponents off the algorithm
m are introduced into the alg
gorithm in thee coming yearr, we will enteer a
peeriod of extennsive testing thhat will fully utilize both polarimetric WSR-88D
W
radaar data and mP
PING observaations across the
t
en
ntire continenttal U.S.
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